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NAIICMAL nfSTIWEE OF OCEANOG-RArHZ 

Wormley, G-odalmingj Surrey, 

Errata to 

N.I.O. Internal Report No. N.8 

1) Cover; Line 4 should read: 

N.I.O. nnSBNAl EEPOEI Mo. N.8 

2) N.I.O. Program 82 p,1. 
Line 11+ should read: 

.as...a maximum of 14- data. 

Line 32 should, read: 

of main variables (directives) required. 

Last line but five should read: 

* # # # # # (or other dat*. as on program tape) 

.3) N.I.O. Program 82 p.2. 
Line 5 should read: 

• ....» + 2H+2L(int. pt« K/2) + (2M< 

Last line but two should read: 

# # # * # # for the first set of data. 

4) N.I.O. Program 82 p.3 
After line 31 insert: 

the lagged normalised oross-covarianoes for eaoh 
pair of series (preceded by the value of r) for r = -L (I) L, 

Line 34 should read: 

.aiito-speotra, in (physical units) 

Last line but two should read: 

numbers 1 to R. 

5) N.I.O. Program 82 p.4 
Line 31 should read: 

»..«.eyn—1 J etc. 

Line 32 should read: 

the respective oonversion factors 

6) N.I.O. Program 82 p.6 
Line 4 should read: 

2 
Coherence: y = 

-'yry 

Line 7 should read: 

......(n being an integer...... 

Line 8 should read: 

a decimal having values between 

# # # # » # 

» # # # # # 

Lth Janua.-rv. "1 
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N.I.O. PEOG-EMG 8 

72) Eohjo soimding convei'sion tables 

* 72̂  Spectral Analysis (with data selection and. error detection) 

* 75 Fourier Analysis 

76 Rough tid.al weights from harmonic constants 

77Aj Determination of position from Loran coordinates (Ballarin) 

78 Data sorting 

79 Analysis of a marine benthic community 

80 Approximation to a directional wave spectrum 

81 Conversion of fixed field. card.B to paper tape 

* 82 Spectral Azialysis with pre-whitening 

83 Underwater trajectory 

84 Five to seven track tape conversion 

* These programs are available in compiled, fomi on magnetic tape. 

N. 



N.I.O. PROGRAM 73 

Title 

Machine 

Piz^oae 

Echo aoim&ing conversion tables 

EMA. 

ATLAS 1 

To obtain a fathom by fathom interpolation of Mattliews' 
"Velocity of souncl in sea water"^ with tables of corrected, 
depths in fathoms and, metres. T@o sets of tables are 
normally required, one for each o±̂  the echo-sounder 
nominal working velooities of 800 and. 820 fathoms/second.* 

All d.ocuments are normally on one tape, i*e. job 
description followed by program and data. 

Job description The output specification should be set to (100 + 30 W) 
lines or (1 + W) blocks of 7 track tape, tiAiere W is 
the total number of lines of input data. 

The store required is 15/60 blocks 

Computing instructions = (250 + 100 W), 

Program and data 

Output 

Restrictions 

Cost 

The program starts 

GOWIim EMA 

and ends 

CLOSE 

Tlie parameters follow and consist of 

1) the nominal working velocity cf the echo-sounder in 
fathoms/second, e.g. 800. 

2) the Matthews area number 

3) W, the number of lines of data for that area, each 
line consisting of 3 numbers. 

Then follows the data, which oonsists of Vf lines of 
values (in fathoms) of depth at 100 fathom intei-vals, 
correction for that depth, and correction for 100 fathoms 
deeper. 

New sets of data can follow as required, starting at 
parameter 2), i.e. the area number. Only one value 
of echo-sounding velocity is permissible in any one run. 

The last set of data should end 

/ and then 

X X K Z 

Each page of output is headed by the fJatthews area number 
and the nominal working velocity of the echo-sounder. 
The columns are headed and are:-

the sounding depth (fathoms) 
corrected depth (fathoms) 
coirrected depth (metres) 

The corrections must be given at 100 f athoL intervals, 

For depths greater than ^OOOfathoma tiie layout of the 
output would be incorrect, i,e, the page width would 
be exceeded, 

JG ?^10 approoc. 

N.8 



Method. 

Program Y3 P*2 

The Gorreotion is interpolated linearly at fathom intervals 
from that given at 100 fathom points and is then added 
to the observed depth. A factor converts the corrected 
depth from fat.;oms to metres. The data is taken from 
D,J, }^tthews' "Tables of the velocity of sound in piire 
water and sea water for use in echo-sounding and sound-
ranging" published by the Hydrographic Department, 
Admiralty, 1939, 

Programmer STEWmT KEMP8TER. (see JAMES GREASE) 



N.I.O. mOG-EAli 7^ 

Title Spectral Analysis (ivith data selection and error detection). 

Lan^a^ EllA. 
«•• W TTl-tfW Jin 

Machine Atlas 1 (University of London, A.G.3.) 

To compute the means, variances, normalised auto-covariances, 
and auto-spectra of 1-7 time series; also, for 2 or more series, 
to compute the normalised cross-oovariances, co- and quad—spectra, 
plTase lags, intensities, and coherences for tlie series taken in 
pairs, The program d:i_ffer8 from IT.I.O. Program 67 in that up 
to 8 series may be read in although only 7 or less are actually 
to be used. In addition, the program vd.ll detect and record 
errors in the data. 

^ 1) Program tape 

2) Job description and first (or only) set of data* 

Other sets of data may follow, up to a maximum of 14 data tapes 
in all. 
Long tapes may be split into t'.yo ports if required, but this will 
linit the total number that can be analyzed. 

In this program, the job description and first set (or part of a 
set) of data form one document. Each succeeding tape is a 
separate document and so is the program itself. 

Program tape 

(Capitals denote actual punching) 

COLIPILm EMA 

S001 IiIO PROC,-IlA!,t 74 SELECTED SPECTRA 17/7/1965 (or dato of 

appropriate version) 

MAIN q 

AUnTjIAEY (o,p) 
DDUPS 0 

Then follows the program, ending with 
* * * g 

Program laarameters 

The Directlvoofor chapters 1 and 2 must be set as described on 
the program listing at tlia beginning of the releveunt chapters; 
directives for chapter 0 need not be altered. 

The main store requirement q should then be set to be greater 
than tlie total number of main variables (directives) required 
in any of the three cMpters, (Mote that X > 1000 allocates 
1001 storage locations). 

The auxiliary store requirement p should be set to be greater 
than [D^ + (L + M + 2)K^] or [D^ + lOC], whichever is the greater, 
where = K(2M + 6), L is the number of lags required, M is the 
nuraber of frequencies required, N is the number of termq/series 
and K is the number of series to be used in the computations., 

When using tlie program with several sets of data, the main and 
auxiliary directives should be set to their largest required 
values, 

Job description ruid data tares 

JOB 

N.8 Job llo, (see P. Edv/ards), and Job Title, 



Program 74 p.2 

lapu? 

0 S001 m o PROG-HAM 74 SEIZDC™ 8i:SCTaA 11/7/1965 (or otlier date 
as on program tape). 

SEIf = 1 

The reriainii%; sets of data, if aioy, ore then listed., with the 
d.ooument numbers running consecutively from 2 to a maziiium of 
Î H. Diote that the two parts of a single set of clata must be 
on consecutive documents, and. in tlie correct order, 

e.g. 2 8001 RUN 32 
3 SO 01 RUIT 74 P/JIT 1 
4 8001 EUK 74 PART 2 
5 SO CI RUM 67 

Then follows 

OUTPUT 

0 LIEEPRDma m LINES 

5T0BE s BLOCKS 

COMFUTmC t BT8TRUCTI0B8 

The number of lines of output 

m = 5{'l50+L+M+2L(int.pt.I(/2) + (1.1+6)11^^^1^] 
L L _U 

-nrhere B is tlie number of sets of data. 

The store s blocks = 11 + 
\ ^ / 

The computing t instructions = 5000 + IĈ inL/OO for one set of data 
and B(5000 + K^m/80) - 180G(B-1) for B sets of data. 

Then folloTfS the first or only set of data preceded by its 
parame ters: -

1) DATA 

2) D̂ ITA TITL2 

3) Title of the first set of data (one line only) 

4) An integer (A) equal to 1 or 2 according to r/hether the data 
is in one or t\TO parts. 

5) An inte[;er (K) equal to the number of series to be used in 
the spectral anr.lysis. 

6) An integer (L) oqual to tho number of covariance lags 
required. 

7) .'Ji integer (K) equal to the nuiaber of frequencies required, 

8) An integer (k) equrl to tho total number of series to be 
read in. 

9) integers, being the numbers of the series required for 
spectral analysis, (N.?.: The first series is 1 and the 
last is 2), The numbers may be in ani- order. 

10) The IC numbers required to convert the K series to physical 
units (each number being a ratio of physicaJ/computing units), 

11,J The K numbers being the time lags of each of the K series 
relative to the first, in decimal fractions of the tine 
beti7een successive terms of the same series. Thus the 
first number should be zero, and if nil the series were 
sampled simultaneously all tlie otlier numbers will be zero 

N.8 also. 



Program 74- p,3 

12) T, the sampling interval 

Then follows the aata, the E series of numbers being arranged 
sequentially, i.e., with the first terms of all the series first, 
the second, terms next, and so on. The data must obey normal 
Atlas rules. 

Any subsequent sets of data should begin: 

1) DATA 

S001 RUN 32 (or other name, exactly as used in the job 
description) 

Then continue punching from 2) as for the first set of data i.e. 

D,4TA TITLE etc. 

If a set of data is split into ttvo parts, the second part should 
begin 

DATA 

S001 Rm: 74 PART 2 (e.g.) 

followed by the data. 

Each set of data should be terminated with 

/ ;/ > > (with two exceptions listed below) 

followed by 12" runout then 

* * * 2 

If the data is split into two parts, the first holf should have 
) ) in place of > > 

and the final, or only, data tape should have //in place of >>. 

Output [The series are referred to as numbers 1 to K in the order in which 
they were read in, not in the order that they were selected in 
item 9 above.] 

Data title. 

Number of terms in each series. 

Time Isigs (decimal fractions of time between successive terms cf 
the same series), 

X, the means of tlie series. 

X', tlie iiieana converted to pliysical units. 

V^, the variances of the series. 

V^', the variances converted to pĥ '̂-gical units. 

i' . the lagged normalised auto-covariances (preceded by the 
value r) for r = 0(l)L, vAiere L io the number of lags 
specified. 

Y , Y ' 
xy^ xy , the un-normalised cross-covariances at zero lag, 

firstly in cmnputing units and secondly in physical 
units, 

i' , tlie lagged normalised cross-covariances for each pair of 
^ series (preceded by tl̂ e value r) for r = -1,(1 )L. 

The frequency increment bet\78en successive spectral estimates, 
in cycles/time unit, 

E , auto-spectra, in (physical units)^/cycle/time unit 
(preceded by s, where s = 0(l)K). 

Cross-spectra for each pair of series, preceded by s and consisting 
N.8 of:— 



Program 74 p.4 

?! CO and. quad-spectra (in physical unitscycle/time 
unit ) 

%, intensity, 

1̂ , phase (in degrees), 

coherence. 

-J 

y \ 

If data contains any errors the wrds "ZBEOE Ilf DAICA." ivill be 
printed followed by a list of the series and term numbers 
containing the errors. Errors in aiy of the E series will 
be recorded and the series are referred to by the mimbers 
1 to R, 

Letters and spurious characters will all be detected^ but a 
single space will net. This means tLat tv7o adjacent numbers 
may be read as one number resulting finally in there being 
one too few terms in the last series. This will be detected 
and the words "SERIES HAVE DIFFEBE.ITT BTHBEES OF TERMS" 
will be printed. 

Single >, ) , or / will be logged as errors but > >, ) ) or / / 
will be read as data terminators. 

If the total number of incorrect terms exceeds 4R the logging 
will cease and the program will go on to the next set of data. 
This will also happen if the total number of individual spurious 
characters or letters exceeds 100 (e.g. î ' a spurious letter shift 
occurs all tiie succeeding diaracters will be taken as one term 
and no usef 1 purpose would be served by logging them all to the 
end of the data. 

If a set of data contains any errors at all, even in the series 
not used^ the program will n@t carry out any computations but 
Tfill proceed to the next set of data. 

Restrictions 

1 < E < 7 

1 < R < 8 

K < R 

1 < M < L < N/2 

N < 1OyOOO 

Maximum number of data documents = 14 

Gost Examples (all for 1 set of data; price per set reduces for B > I) 

1) For analyzing 1 series of 1200 terms, M = L = 50 

2) For 2 series of 2400 terms, L = 100, M = 50 ,612 

For 7 series of 500 terms, L = M = 50 jSl8 

4) For 3 series of 3000 terms, L = M = 100 jG25 

5) For 2 series of 5000 terms, L = M = 500 g 

Definitions 

N.8 

Let the first series of data x̂ ^ be xo, Xi, xz^ X3 

and the second series of data ŷ ^ be 

yz, yz 

^-1-

Let F, G-, etc., be the respective conversion factors from 
computing to physical units. 

M-1 
Means: 

2 1 
N 

Xĵ  for each series &f N terms, 

i=0 

FX 
N-1 

Variance; V_ 
X 

1 
N-1 

X 
,z 

w.iere x. 

i=0 

= X. - X, then V 3"̂  V 
X 



lagged Normalised auto-covarianoes: 
Program 74 p. 5 

(^-r-1 )V. 

N-r—1 

x\ X.' 
%l / , "1 

" i3) 

Cross-oovarianoes: 
N-1 

V 
1 

xy N-1 1 
i=0 

=4 '2^' 

V = V 
LaggedJNorm lised cross—oovarianoes: 

Negative lags:-

= (N-r-1)Vv V 
/ X y 

N-r-1 

1=0 
=i+r' fi' 

Positive la^^:-

X y 

N-r-1 

i=0 

=i' fi+r' 

Freguenpy increment between successive spectral estimates 

0*5/LT cycles/time unit (e . g , , q/sec.) 

i.e., 0'5/L cycles/time interval (?) 

Auto-spectra; 

E^(.) = W / ) *^(r) ooa 

13 

, // 
"yhere ^ means the 3ur.i vdth the first and last terras halved, 

and 6^ir) = 9^(r) oos* ( f ) 
Cross-spectra: 

Co-spectrc 

E^^Xs) = 425}Vv V 
^—*' 

X y 
r=0 

COS 
/rsTT̂  
V L / 

(r) cos" N 
and ^xy(r) is similarly defined. 

Quad-spectra; 

E^^*(s) = 4%FG VV Tf-
^ X y 

r=0 

The Cross^sgeotrum is then defined as 3 + lE 
zy 3y 

N.8 



Program 74 p® 6 

III nil ^ 

Intenait^r: I = + E * 

-1 * 
IPhaae lag: 0 = tan ' ___ 

If ^ is positive series x leads series y in time, 

CoherenoG: = 1^ 
E E' 
XX j/y 

Correotions for time la^s bet^^en series 

If there exists a time lag xT between corresponding terms of series 

n and series 1 (n being an integer with values from 2 to 7 inclusive, 

and X being a decimal having values between 0 and 1 inclusive), then the 

cross-spectral estimates E (s) and E *(8) are modified as follows to 
2y\ xy ^ ' 

and F *(3) where:-

= V'"' (^) 

and F^*(3) = - COS - E^y(s) aln 

Then the computations of intensity, phase lag and coherence proceed 

using F (a) and F *(8) in place of E (a) and E *(8). 
° xy xy xy^ ay ^ ' 

Notes 1) This program uses NIO Programno -1 to carry out the 
computations, programuer; JAMES GREASE. 

2) The method of evaluating the power spectrum is identical 
to that in NIO ProgransGO, 67 and 6$ except that the 
terminal values of the spectra are evaluated slightly 
differently in NIO 60 and 69, 

Programmer EKIAKIEDIKE 

N.8 



Title 

Language 

Maohiiie 

Purpose 

laiDea 

Fourier Analysis 

EMA 

ATLA8 I 

To compute tlie Fourier coefficiaets of a single set of 
data points 

1) Progran Tape 
2) Job description and data 

Program Tape COMPILER EMA 

8001 NIO PROGRAM 75 FOHRIEa AILULYBIS (ATLAS) 4/3/1966 

(or date of appropriate version) 

MAIN 480 

AUXILIARY (O, p) 

Dmrs O 

Then follows the program ending vfith 

% K K Z 
The auxiliary store p > n (the total number of terms) 

Job description and data 

Output 

The output specification shoiild extend to 3V)/2 lines vAieî  
17 is the number of harmonics required, or to the Intogrcl part 
of (1 + 7^40! tape bloqlcs, 

/ 

The store required > p/512 

The ccmi^uting instructions = 5'00 + WiyzO 

fhe data begins with a run number (A) w Acli must be integer 
followed by W, the nuitiber of harmonics required. 

Tlien follow the n values of y^ which may be positive or 
negative but should not exceed 10CO for the layout as at 
present arran(,'ed. The tape s ould end with > on a new line 
f ollo-vTed in the usual ivay by % * * Z 

The output is headed with tlie i"un number and then follow 
the values of j, a^, bj, cj and (see Method) with 3 
digits before and 6 after the decimal point. Extra 
new lines are included after every 10th and I 70tb harmonic. 

If there is a spurious character in the data the program 
outputs this character followed by the next ten numbers on 
the data tape. 

Restrictions n 100,00C^ 

Cost 

I-Iethod 

W < n-1 for n odd and < n for n even 
"T" 2 

A < 9999 

Approximately ̂  shilling's when W 1/2 

G-iven ?(x) is of period 2?, its values ŷ . being Icnown only 
at a discrete set cf spaced points^ xr , covering 
a period interval, tiie program computes the coefficients 

when F(%) is expressed in the form:-

y = ao + aicos x + agoos 2x + 83003 ^x + 

+ bisin X + bgsin 2x + b^sin 3x + 

N<8 



Prograu 75 

or 

y = GO + Gi8in(x + *i) + C28ln(2x + ^z) + 

y-̂  — vo y i 3^2 0 9 i9 9 a» « iyxi— •{ 

_ 2? 2?.2 2n(n-l) 
z? = O — 

where r = 0(l) n-1 and n = number of terns inP^K), 

If j refers to any coefficient 

"fcll 
aj = the coefficient of the j cosine harmonic 

"til 
b. = the coeffioient of the j " sine hanaonio 

Cj = the coefficient of the j " 3inF(zj harmonic 

= the phase of the 8ihP(x) harmonic. (#j = Xj 
on output) 

n-1 

ao = ^ : 

.-rEb 

aj = Z yr COS (z 
%—' \ / 
r=o 

bj = I \ a in (Sa2\ = | Bj 

r=o 

Oj = ± ̂ a 2 + b^ : = tan"^ 

where j = l(l) S_1 ̂ ^en n is oil 

j = 1(1) § -1 and 

n-1 

ag = ̂  Yr co8(rT) : b^ = O : ĉ ^ = a^ 

r=o 

wnen n is evan, 

In this program a; and. b. are calculated from and B,, where 
/r,. \ J J 

A j = 10 ~ t-) cos 

/ZnTA 
B. = ti sin f-^— I and 

J \ % y 

tj2 — O 

^n-l = ^n-l 
/2jA 

ti - cos "bere i = n-2 (-1)0, 

Notes The program is based on EAE 28l/A by Miss S.V. Hartley 

Programmer BRIAN HINDE 

N,8 



N.I.O, PROGRAM 76 

Title Rough tidal weights from hamonio conatanta 

Language Mercury Autocode 

Purpose To compute two sets of slK wei^ts for expressing roughly the 
diurnal and sei-ii-diumal tide at a port as convolutions of the 
complex spherical harmonic coefficients Ci and Gz (i-eference 2) 
with lags -2, 0, and +2 days respectively, using the principal 
harmonic constants, 

Tapes Program. Data, 

Data Ten pairs (H in feet, g in degrees) from the follovfing constituents 
in the order given: 

Qj Oi Pi E4 Jt 2N2 Nz Mz 82 Kg 

Further similar sets of ten pairs from other ports may follow. 

End indication 

Program and data tapes end ivith 

Operation 

Read program, then data. Output for one species is punched 
before reading data for next species, or for next port. 

Ou-^ut 1) 5 roTfs: f H g X Y for diumals 

2) A 3 x 4 array: 

PO po' u_^ v_^ 

Pi Pi' Uo To 

qi qi' Ui vi 

3) %i^ted variances of X values before and after least 
squares fiU, foUoived by similar vpjriances. of Y values* 

4) 21 rô Ts; f X Y R <;!) for f = 0,85 (.OI) 1.0$ 

5 - 8 ) As 1)' - 4)' for semi-diumals, except that in 8) 

f = 1.85 ('01) 2.05, 

Restrictions and failures None 

Time 0*7 + 0*% minutes, lAere p is the number of ports. 

Method For each pair (H,g), a complex linear admittance is evaluated 
from the forumla 

2 = X+iY = I{(E/H')e''̂ ^ (1 ) 

In (1), H' = i c ^ W E ) (â  pVo^) = O.5857 o" feet, 

where c' Is the appropriate coefficient given in reference 1 

(e.g. 0"90812 for Mg), and 

E = V(^24ir) (minus for diurnals), 

in accordance with the normalising factor used for spherical 

harmonics in reference 2, (The actual value of Kc'/H^ uaed 

in the program is ± 0*4397). Ihe admittance 2(f), (f = 

frequency in cycles per day), relates local sea level to the 

gravitation potential coefficients a^t) or a#(t) used In 

reference 2, Sine waves of period 0*5 in f are fitted to 

the sets of X(f) or Y(f) values by the weighted least-squares 

formulae: 

N,8 



Program 76 p.2 

5 
— - —I 2 

Po + Pi 00 3 +01^ sin 4%rf - X(r ) minimum 
^ n n n I % 

xi=i 

— 2 
^ P O ' + P I ' COS 4-irr + Q I ' SIZI W f - Y(f-.) 

n D n ̂  / : 
minimum 

where the apDroprlate frecruenoles f are Inclu&ecL (as also o' .) 
n n 

as program constants. 

The -geishts u and in the convolution foiin 
1 

f—— — ^ 

) I u a (t-2'Or) + v b (t-2'Or) (t in days) 
&/ L ^ J 

are derived, from the sets p and. by the relations 

Uo = po, Vo = go, 

= i (pi + qiO, i (pi' - qi) 

= i (pt - vi = -g (p/ + qi). 

The first two variances given are 

K ^ n / k ' K P»\- P i \ - q]X^ Sini,.i7f̂  

respectively; the s econd. two variances relate to Y similarly. 

The final lists (4) and. (8) are of 

l(f) = pa + pi cos 4-7rf + qi sin 4-17̂,̂  

= Po' + Pi^ COS 477f + qi' sin 4:rf, 

E(f) = iA(X̂  + Y^), and. = orotan (%/%) 

for the given ranges of values of f, 

Notes 1) The weights u, v are intend.ed, not for a serious prediction 
formula, but for a convenient "complex sea level" input in 
non-linear analysis, 

2) Tlie "tTeiglits in the least-squares formulae assur&e a sampling 
variance of X and Y proportional to (noise energy/signal energy), 
vith the noise energ}' level constant over the frequency band 
conoemed, 

3) The constituents Mi and Lg would fill gaps in the frequency 
scale, but have been omitted because they are relativd.y 
small, their definition is dubious, and tlie intei-polation 
bet\,7een tlie reliable pairs Oi, Ki and Mg, Sz is probably 
adequate. 

4) An analj'-sis involving lags other than ± 2 days can be obtained 
by replacing the instruction Co = W at the heeid of Chapter 0 
by Go = h7i/l2 where h is the required lag izi hours. 

Prpgr^er D.E. CAETl'mi&m? 

References 

(1) Doodson A.T. (1921) Proc, Roy. Soc. A 100, 305-j29. 

(2) tflunkW.H. and Csî tiTright, D.E. (1965) Phil. TranSg Roy, 
Soc. (in press). 

N,8 



aUI.O, PROGRAM 77 

Title Determination of position from Loran ooordinates 
(BALLAEIN). 

EMA 

Machine ATLAS 1 

To compute the geographical position from the two 
loran readings of a Loran chain having a common 
master and t^o slaves. 

Inputs 0) Program 
1) Job description and data 

Program The program starts 

COMPILER EMA 

SOQl MIO 77 POSITION FROM LORAN COORDINATES (BALLAEIN), 
(or date of appropriate version) 

and ends 

CLOSE 

leeeZ 

Job description and data 

In the job description, the number of lines of output 
= (number of Loran pairs for which position is required 
+ number of captions + 100), 

tne store required = 15/70 blocka, 
the number of computing instructions = 700 + 8 (number 
of positions to be computed) + 8 (number of Loran chains) 

The job description is followed by 

DATA 

1) DATA TITLE 

2) one line of general description of the data 

3) geographical position of master station in degrees and 
minutes (with decimals). N and ^ are +ve, 8 and E 
are -ve 

4) geographical position of first slave 

5) geographical position of second slave 

6) coding delay of slave i.e. the reading on the 
slave baae-line extension 

7) coding delay of second slave i.e. the reading on the 
slave base-line extension 

8) / (solidus) 

9) DATA TITLE 

10) one line of specific comment on the data to follow 

11) Loran readings of first slave 

12) Loran readings of second slave 

Items 11 ) and 12) may be repeated aa often aa required, 
i.e. any number of pairs of Loran readings may be input. 

A new specific comment may be introduced by repeating 
items 8) and 9). 

A new Loran chain may be introduoed by following item 
12) by * (asterisk) and returning to item I). The last 
set of data should be followed by > and ***%. 

N.8 
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Output General data title 
Specific data title 
Headed columns aa follows: 

coordinates 
I! 

slave 1 
slave 2 
geographical position, 

longitude 
error - should be zero 

i.e. latitude and 

Method 

Note 

If a second geographical position appears on the same line 
this meana that the two hyperbolae defined by the pair of 
Loran readings have a second intersection within ̂  radian 
(about 1700 miles) of the master, The choice between the 
two positions then depends on the user's knowledge of 
approximate position. 

This is as described by BALLAEIN in "The International 
Hydrographio Review" vol, XZVII, 2, p.31-50. It 
involves transferring coordinates on a spheroid to 
coordinates on a sphere. The spheroid used is 
HAYPOED'S. 

The velocity of propagation of radio waves in the ground 
mode over the sea is taken to be 299'6929 q/^s. 

The common station of the three must be the.master. 

JAMES COEASE 

N.8 
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This program is similar to NIO Program f7; it differs in its 
purpose, which is to produce a table of geographical positions from 
a regular sequence of pairs of Loran readings from a Loran chain. 
In this program (unlike NIO Program 77) the common station ef the 
Loran chain need not be the master; indeed, it might be the slave 
of two separate masters at the other stations. 

The only practical ways in which MIO Program 77/A differs are 
as follows:-

Data item 6) coiing delgy of first master-slave pair, i.e. the 
Loran reading on the slave or master base-line extension, 
whichever is less, followed by +1 if the master station 
is the common station and -1 otherwise. 

item 7) same as 6) but for the second master-slave pair. 

item 11) first Loran reading of the first pair followed by 
the increment (+ ve or - ve) for successive readings, 
followed by the number of increments. 

item 12) first Loran reading of the second pair, and so on as 
in item 11). 

Note that the station which acts as master for one pair is not 
necessarily master for the second pair. 

The layout of the output will be the same as for NIO Program 77 
but will start with the geographical position of the point of 
intersection of the first pair of Loran readings listed in items 
6)and 7% Following positions will be those obtained by 
incrementing the second Loran reading by the specified increment 
for the given number of steps, Chen this cycle is crmplete the 
first reading is incremented one step and the cycle of increments 
on the second pair repeated, and si on. 

N.8 
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Title 

Maoliine 

Purpose 

Program Tape 

Data soi-ting, 

EKA 

Atlas I (University of Loniion, A.G.S.) 

Given a sequenoe of three-digit integers ai, hi, oi, di, 
az, ba, 02, dz, 83 etc, to punch out two 5-hole tapes 

il ai, az, a3 eto, 
ii) cz, o? ato 

(Capitals denote actual punching) 

GOWILER Eim 

S001 NIO PROGRAM 78 DATA SORTING I8/II/1965 (or date of 

appropriate version.) 

tiAII'T 5500 

AiniLIARY ( 0 , 0 ) 

DUMPS 0 
Then follows the program, ending with 

* * * g 

Job description 
and data tape 

Outputs 

JOB 

Job No, (see P. Edwards),and Job Title 

INPUT 

0 S001 MIO PROGRAM 78 DATA SORTING I8/II/I965 (or other date 

as on program tape) 

SELF = 1 

OUTPUT 

1 FIVE-HOIjE PUiTCH 5 BLOCKS 

2 PBrE-HOLE PmCH 5 BLOCKS 

STORE 27 BLOCKS 

COMPUTCIG- 4000 HISTRUCTIONS 

DATA 

Then follows the data to be sorted, which must ebey normal 
Atlas EiiA rules. 

The data may end with X > 

/ / / 
or /̂  / / / 

i) OUTPUT 1 

Job No, and Job Title 

Then follows the first data term followed by the fifth, 
the ninth etc, punched in a suitable form for printing 
or inputting to NIO 74. 

The tape will end with » 

END OUTPUT followed by the logging infonnation. 

N.8 
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Coat 

Programmer 

ii) OUTPUT 2 

Job Eo, and. Job Title 

Program 78 p.2 

Then follows the third data term followed by the seventh 
eto. 

The tape will end with /% 

EifD OUTPUT followed by the logging infoimation 

Any errors in data will be indicated by the worda 
"FAULT m DATA" on output 1. 

Total number of terns of input < 10^000. 

^7 for 10,000 teima. 

BBIAN HmDE 

N.8 
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mchxne 

Data 

Method. 

Programmer 

References 

Analysis of a marine benthic community 

EKA. 

AIMS 1 

Special purpose program v/ritten for fiAEZTN ANOIL 

Job description, program and d.ata all on one tape 

Pairs of values of numbers of readings of species and 
sediment grain size. 

For specified block sizes, values were obtained of mean, 
variance, covariance, correlation coefficient, and t 
(signifi cance 

(The method followed was that of pattern analysis with 
covariance analysis described by G-BZIG-SMITH. 

JAMES CEMSE 

GBEIG-SMITH, P. 1952. The use of random and contiguous 
quadrats in the 8tud.y of the structui^ of plant 
communities. Ann. Bot, 293-316. 

G-EEIG—SIHTH, P. 1961. Data on pattem analysis within plant 
communities. 
1. The analysis of pattei-n. J. Ecol., 49, 695-702. 

KERSHAW, IWu. 1957. The use of cover and frequency in the 
detection of pattern in plant communities. Ecology, 
291-299. 

KER8HA]?, K.A. 1961, Association and. covariance analysis of 
plant communities. J. Ecol., 233-242. 

N.8 
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IltlG Approxlnation to a directional wave apeotrun. 

language EHA 

Machine ATIA8 1 

Purpose To estinate the directional spectrun of sea ̂ aves fron 
values of the first four angular harnonios (as obtained 
using HIO Pro&ran 68 for example), 

Prograu tape 
2) Job description and data 

Progran tage (Capitals donoto actual punching) 

COUPIiaE SLA 

S001 m o PROGaAIi 80 APPEOX DDGCTIOriAI, Y/AVE 5P3CTRm3l/l/l966 
(or date of appropriate version) 

m m 20%) 

AIDCILL'UIY (O, 0) 

DmiPS O 

Then follows the program, ending with 

X X X 2 

Job description and, data 

JOB 

Job No,, Job Title 

neuT 

O sod m o PROGRAIi 80 .IPFROX DIRECTIONAL W'.VE SPECTRUM 3I/I/I $66 
(or other date as on program tape) 

SELF = 1 
o UL-rpvLT 

O IINEPRINTER & LBTES 

STORE 20 BLOCKS 

COI'jPUTrNG t INSTRUCTI0]\1S 
The number of lines of output is given by 6 = 100 + (10H+5'0)B 
where H is the number of frequencies stipulated 
and B is tha number of sets uf data specified. 

The computing instructions t = 750 + 50BM. 

Tlien follo\73 tlie data:-

1) DATi'. 

2) DATA TITUS 

3) Title of the first set of data (one line only) 

4) An integer (ll) equal to the number of frequencies at which 
the directional spectrum is required. 

Then followsthis sequence for each of tlie H frequencies 

a) An integer representing the frequency (e.g* 5 for 005 c/s), 

b) Angular harmonics ai az b-i bg, 

c) The energy at that frequency (e.g, the doubly integrated 
acceleration spectral estimate), 

d) A calibration factor to bring the resulting zpectrum to 
the requir-ed units (e,g^ 3"2808 for converting metres to 
feet). 

The next set of data then follcr/s beginning with DATA TITLE 
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The last set of data shoulcL be follmved by 

DATA 

EIID OP DATA. 

> 

% X X Z 

Output 

Re3triocions 

Cost 

Data Title 

The angLilar liarnonics ai to a^ bj to b^ for each 
frequency and. also the value of o (see uethod). 

The angular distribution of energy (noi-oaliBod) at 15° 
intervals and at each frequency whero the angles are the 
directions of propagation of energy. 

The directional î ecti-un of ensr^y in physical units at 
15° intervals and at each frequency where the angles are 
the directions of arrival of energy. 

The last set of results is terainated by EITD OF DATA. 

M < 50 

B < 20 

e.g. For M = 6, 2^- for a single set of data^ 
1Q/6 per set of data when 4 sets are 

input together. 

Method At each frequency: 

c = S1 + Sg 
- 2 -

where Si 

and c 

1-Ci 

a 4- "b "i 

02 » 2 2 
as +02 

+ AG'S + 02 / 
2(1 - Cz] 

a3 c(c-l)(o-2) 
b3 - (oil(o+^Co+F) 

where 8 = tan •1 

ai 

ind 

cos 3 8 
sin 3 0 

a* o(o'-l)(o—2)(c-3) cos 4- 9 
b4 " (o+lX6+2](c+3AG-H^) ' 3lu4 9 

The angular distribution is then evaluated: 

" 4 

n 
0'50 + Z Wn (â oo3(̂  + b«3ini;>) 

1 

where W-i = O' 

172 = 0'6222 

W3 = O..3394 

W4 = 

for = o, 15% 545° 

:'lnally the directional spectrui: is evaluated 
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= Efo") K* 

where ^ + 183^ 
and. K is the calibration factor nentioned in section 

4 d) of the data specification. 

Notes The above nethod should only be enployed when either 
the data were insufficient to evaluate 8*^4. bs-a 
directly (e,g* froa a pitch-roll-heave buoy) or when 
the the values of these coefficients are in doubt 
(e.g. when the signal-to-noise ratio in wave curvaturc 
slgnala was poor). 

The above nethod uses a^-z, bi-z to estinate oean directions 
and width paraneters to fit the fore 

G(6)a co8^^^{6-9)j 

Full details of this uethod of analysis nay be found in:-

Longuet-Higgins, U.S., Cartwright, D.E., & Snith, N.D., 
"Ocean'TJavo Spectra" pub, by Prentice-Hall (1963) 
pp 111-432. 

and 

Cartr/right, D.E., & Soith, "Buoy Technology" pub, by 
Liarine Technology Society, Washington (1964-) pp 112-121, 

Progranner HHIDE 



H.I.O. PROGRAH 81 

Title 

fi&chine 

Conversion of fixed field cards to paper tape 

EMA and ATLAS I machine code 

ATIu'iB I 

To convert data punchod in fixed field format on cards 
into data on five or seven track paper tape. Pour 
versions of the program are available, being for one 
or four input decks, each deck consisting of either 
t^o or three series. The series will be interleaved 
in a form suitable as input for NIO Programs 67, 74, 
82 etc. 

Input 1) Job description and program are normally combined as 
one document on input streamO, 

2) For single channel vorsion:- One deck of cards on input 1 
Por four channel version:- Four decks of cards on inputs 

Job description and proRriim tape 

The titles of the data decks should be listed exactly as 
on input 1 (single channel version) or on inputs 1-4* 

The output will appear on the output stream corresponding 
to the input and the specification for each channel should 
extend to 3D blocks where D is the number of digits to 

%000 
be punched out. The output can be on five or seven track 
tape. 

The store required for compilation is 70 blocks 
The store required for execution is 25 blocks (single 

channel version) or 31 blocks (four channel version) 
for two series; those are increased to )0 and 36 
respectively for three series per channel. 

The computing instructions =750 + MSB 

where N = Number of terms per series 
8 = Number of series per chann&L 
B = Number of channels (1 or 4) 

COMPILER EMA 
MAIH q ( q > sum of directives in ohapter()) 
AUXILIARY (C^CO 
CUMP8 0 

Then follows the program title indicating the fields to 
be read from the oards, the number of channels, the number 
of series per channel and the program date. 

e.g. 

» NIO PROGRAM 81 FIXED FIELD CARDS (COLUMNS 21-52) TO 

>> PAPER TAPE FOR FOUR CHANNEL INPUT, 2 SERIES 19/5/1966 

At label 20 at the end of the program is given the field 
specification for the data to bo read. e.g. If the data 
is in columns 17-20 and 24-27 only, then the lino should 
read 20) INTEGERS 17, 20, 24, 27, -1. 

The table must always end with -1 and the number of columns 
specified must be even. The number of columns per field 
must not be less than four. 

The directives at the beginning of chapter Oand the 
limits on XI, YI* and 2E in that chapter should be sot 
as required. 

The pro&rcm ends with 

3 5 G Z 

N.8 
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Data 

Output 

For each input ohannel:-

Cards 1-3: Blanlc 
Card. 4: DATIA. in ooluona 1-4 
Card 5: Title exactly as in Jot description, beginning 

in colucin 1 
Card 6 onwards: Series 1 punched in ttie fields specified 
in the prograa. There should be no blanl: fields and the 
value of ally of the terns should not exceed 9998, No 
over punching is allowed, so a negative nunber oust be 
indicated by - in a column by itself. Deciiual points 
nay, however, be indicated by punching in ro\73 10, 8 and 
3. All fields must be at least four colurmo long althou^ 
snallor numbers can be accoomodated by punching non-
significant z6ros or lonrving the appropriate coluinns 
blanlc. 

After the last nuraber of series 1, the nuiiber 9999 should 
be punched in every remaining field of the card or, if the 
series ends in tlie last field, a card with 9999 in eveiy 
field should be inserted. Then follows the second series 
terminated in the same way as tlie first, then the third 
series if required. The final card is tlie usual terminator 
card with 7 j& 8 punched in its first column and Z in its 
last column. 

If two or three sots of data are to be input using the 
four channel program, dummy inputs must be inserted, con-
sisting of a card with 9999 in every field, after the title 
cards 1-5, This is followed by the terminator card as 
usual. 

On each output stream:-

rrCO PROGa/Jvi 81 OUTPUT 

Sum of series 1 

Sum of series 2 

Sum of series 3 (if present) 

Then follows the two series arr nged as below;-

yt yz 

X3 ya X4 y4 etc. 

or the three series 

yi Xz yz 22 

Xg 73 Z3 74 etc. 

Each number is preceded by its sign (if negative) or one 
spaoe and foUoived by tr/o spaces. 

If a spurious cha,raoter (those other than + - , O-^) occurs 
in the input the words "FAULT IN DAT/l" will be output followed 
by "P=" and tlie faulty character. 

If the two (or three) series hr.ve different numbers of 
terma tlie words "SmiES IlfiVE DIPFZESNT ^RDBERS OP TEEMS" 
will be output. 

If a blank field occurs in the input the words "BLAIHC 
PIEIjD" will be output. 

Following the fault diagnosis will be the number of the 
last corrcct term read in labelled with 

"I=" for series 1 

"1'=" for series 2 

and "K)z" for series 3 

If there are mare terms per series than allowed for in 
the program (normally 2500), "TOO MfJfY TERI,{8" will be 
output 

N.8 
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Restriotions 

Cost 

'Whenever a fault is looated. the program will immediately 
go on to the next input channel. 

N < 2500 (but can be greater by altering the linits set 

in chapter O) 

8 = 2 or 3 only 

5 = 1 or 4 only 

No* of colunna per field > 4 and. all terms < 9998. 

40 + N8B^ shillings approximo.tely, 
\ 30/ 

Motes The program uses routine 101 written by the staff of 
the Atlas Computing Service, University of &ond.on. 

ERIAM HmOE 
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Title 

language 

Maohlne 

Purpose 
I«im ir»iii '̂ 1*11, 

Tapes 

Speotral Analysis with pre-whltening. 

s m 

Atlas I 

To oompute the means, variances, normalised, auto-oovai-ianoes 
and. auto-speotra of 1-7 time series with pre-4fhitenlng; 
also, for 2-7 series, to oompute the normalised, cross-
oovEirianoes, oo- and. quEid.-sp60tra, phase lags, intensities 
and. ooherenoes for the series taken in pairs. Up to 8 
series may be read in and up to 7 oan be selected for 
analysis, 

1) Program 

Program tape 

2) Job description and first set of data 

Other sets of. data may follow, up to a maximum of 4 data 
tapes in all. 

Long tapes may be split into two parts if required, but this 
will limit the total number that oan be analysed. 

In this program, the job desoription and first set of data 
normally form one document* Baoh suooeeding tape is a 
separate document and so is the program itself. 

Begins 

coMPiim Em. 

8001 NIO PROGRAM 82 8EBGTRAI, MALYSIS WITH FRE-WHlTmENG 

19/^1966 (or date of appropriate version) 

and. en&s 

X X K Z 

Program parameter 
• M r --11. wS • 1 ^ 1 -- _ •/.î  • » . » -

The DireotivQB for chapters 1 and. 2 must be set as described on 
the program listing at the beginning of the relevant chapters; 
d.ireotive8 for chapter O need not be altered. 

The main store requirement should then be set to be greater 
that the total number of main oariables (directives) required 
in any of the three chapters, (Note that X — > 1000 
allocates 1001 storage locations,) 

The auxiliary store requirement should be set to be greater 
than [D^ + (L + M + 2)%'] or [D^ + NK], whichever is the 
greater, where = K(2M + 6), L is the number of lags 
required., M is the number of frequencies required, H is 
the number of termo/series and K is the number of series to be 
used, in the computations. 

When using the program with several sets of data, the 
main and auxiliary directives should be set to their largest 
required, values. 

Job Desoription 

JOB 

Job No*, 

INPUT 

Job Title 

O 8001 NIO PROGRAM 82 SI^lGTRAl AIWLYBIS WITH PRE-WIITENING. 
1^^1966 (or other data as on program tape) 

SEIF = 1 

The remaining sets of data, if any, are then listed., with 
the document numbers running oonsecutively from 2 to a 

of 14* The two parts of a single set of &at& ^ _ 
must be on oonseoutive doeumenta, and. in the doi*re6t order 1 
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e.g. 2 8001 BON 3L 

3 8001 m m 74 PART 1 

4 8001 RUN 74 PAY3 2 

Total lines of output ^nerated 

B 150 + L + 2M + 2L(lD3t. pt. I^2)+(2M + 6] 
K(K-iy 

where B is the number of aets of data. 

The amount of tape genBrated^ if required., = 

B^O'^+O'OOSClH-ai] +0<DI,[iiit.pt.iy2] + 01K[2M+6l[K-1 ] js "blocks. 

Store required. = 11 + ^ g 

Computing instructions = 

B (2000 + K^Nl/80) - 1800(B-1) 

1) DATA. 

2) DATA TITLE 

3) Title of the first set of data (one line only) 

4) An integer (A) equal to 1 or 2 according to ivhether the 
data is in one or two parts, 

5) An integer (k) equal to the number of series to be used 
in the apeotral analysis. 

6) An integer (L) equal to the number of oovarianoe lags 
required., 

7) An integer (m) equal to the number of frequencies 
required, 

8) An integer (E.) equal to the total number of series 
to be read In. 

9) K integers, being the numbers of -Qie series required 
for speotral analysis. (N.B.: The first series is 
1 and the last is R.) The numbers may be in any order, 

10) The K numbers required to convert the K series to 
physioal units (eaoh number being a ratio of Physical/ 
oomputing units)* 

11) The K numbers being the time lags of eaoh of the E 
series relative to the first, in decimal fractions 
of the time between suooessive terms cf the same 
series. Thus the fir,t number should be ,ero, and. 
if all the series were sampled simultaneously all the 
other numbers will be zero also. 

12) T, the sampling interval 

13) C, the pre-whitening factor defined below in "Definitions". 

Then follows the data., the R series of numbers being arranged 
sequentially, i.e., with the first terms of all the series 
first, the second terms next, and so on. The data must 
obey normal Atlas rules. 

Any subsequent sets of data should begin: 

1) DATA 

8001 RUN 32 (or other name, exactly as used in the job 
description) 

Then continue punching from 2) as for the first ser of data 
i.e. 

DATA TITLE etc. 

.8 
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If a set of data is split into tiTO parts, the seconi part 
should, begin 

DATA 

S001 RUN 74 PART 2(e.g.) 

followed, by the d.atâ  

Each set of d.ata should, be terminated, with 

^ > > (with two exceptions listed, below) 

followed, by 12" iiinout then 

X X X Z 

If the data is split into two parts, the fii\3t half should. 
have )) in place of > > 

and. the final, or only, data tape should have // in place 
of > >, 

Output [The series are referred to as numbers 1 to K in the order 
in which they were read in, not in the order that they were 
selected in item $ abovej 

Data title. 

EIO PDOgraiii 82 output. 

Number of ten.is in each series. 

Tine lags (decimal fractions of time between auccessive 
torms of the same series), 

X, the iieans of the series, 

X', tlie means converted to physical units, 

V , the variances of tlie series. 

t W variances converted to physical units. 

^ , the lagged normalised auto-covariances (preceded by 
the value r) for r = 0(1 )Tj, where L is the number 
of lags specified, 

V , V the un-noi-malisedcroGS-covariances at zero lag, 
firstly in computing units and secondly in 
physical units. 

The frequency Increment be. two en successive spectral 
estiraates, in cycles/time unit, 

E , auto-soectra, in (physical units )^/cycle s/time unit 
(preceded by s, where s = 0(l)M), first for the 
pre-whitened data and then after correcting for 
the pre-whitening faotor. 

Cross-spectra for each pair of series, preceded by s and 
consisting of:-

E , E CO- and quad-spectra (in physical 
~ units ̂ /cycle/time unit) both 

uncorrected and corrected, 

I, I', intensity, uncorrected and oorrocted, 

phase (in degrees) 

y^, coherence 

The corrected values will not be printed for any frequency 
where the reciprocal of the attenuation faotor due to 
pre-whitoning is greater than 10^° 

If data contains any errors the words "ERROR IN DATA." will 
be printed followed by a list of the series and term 
nUT-ibers containing the errors. Errors in any of the R 
series will bo recorded and the scries are referred to by 
the numbers 1 ro R, 

Letters and spurious oliaracters vfill all be detected, but a 
single space will not. This ijeans that two adjacent numbers 
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may be read, aa one number resulting finally in there being 
one too fe.? terna in the last series. This will be 
deteoted and the words "SERIES HAVE DIFFERENT imiBERS OF 
TERMS" will be printed, 

Sin^e >, ) or / will be logged as errors but > >, )) or 
/% will be read as data terminators* 

If the total number of incorrect terns exceeds 4R the 
logging will cease and the program will go on to the nezt 
set of data. This will also happen if the total number 
of individual spurious characters or letters exceeds 103 
(e.g. if a spurious letter shift occurs all the succeeding 
oharaoters will be taken as one term and. no useful purpose 
would be served by logging them all to the end oT the data,) 

If 8 sot of data contains any errors at all, even in the 
series not used, the prograra vfill not carry out any 
computations but will prooeed to the next set of data, 

1 < K < 7 

1 < R < 8 

K < R 

1 < M < L < 1̂ /2 

N < 10,000 
llaximum number of data documents = 14 

Cost Examples (all for 1 set of data; price per set roduoes 
for B > 1) 

1) For analysing 1 series of 1200 terms 

2) For 2 series of 2403 terms, L 

3) For 7 series of 503 teins, L = 

4) For 3 series of 3003 terms, 1 

M 

= 100, M = 

H = 50 

= M = 1C0 

50 

50 ^12 

jSl8 

^ 5 

Definitions Let tlie first series of data be xo-, xi, Xz, xa .., , 

and the second series of data ŷ ^ be yo, yi, yz, ya c*, 

y etc. 

Iiet F, G, etc. be the respective conversation factors 
from computing to physical units 

Pre-whitening: x. = x. + G x. . 

N-2 
1 

Means: X 
N-1 

X. for each series of E teros. 

1=0 

= FZ 

Vajciance s: V 1 
N-2 

X 
/ 2 

n-2 / 1 

where x. ' = x. - X, then V ^ = F^. 
X X 

Lagfzied Nonialised auto-corariancesi 

(M-r-2)V 
X 

N-r-2 

&=o 

N,8 
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Grcaa-oovaria'lea: 

N-2 

Y 1 
%y == N-2 Zl' Yi' 

1=0 

V = V 
Lag^d norcialiaedcrosa-covarianoea; 

Negative lags:-

% ( r ) (n-r-2)-/rv 
-1 

N-r-2 

yj 
1=0 

Positive lags:-

N-r-2 

(N'.r-.2)Vvir 
I y 

i=o 

Frequency inorement between, successive spectral estimates is 

0»5/LT cycles/tine unit (e.g., 0/30c<) 

i.e., 0»5/IJ cycles/time interval (t)» 

Auto-spectra: 

E ^ ( = ) = 4OT^' ^^(r) cos 
30C 

r=o 

/rsiA 

I V 

where means the sum with the first and last 
terns halved. 

m d 0^(r) = $^(r) cos' ( g 

1 + c' + 20 cos ( Y 

Cross-spectra: 

Go-spectra5 

E^Cs) = 4'I?F&V^ 

L 1/ 

V''"' + 
r-o 

cos 
/ T S TA 

V̂ :'; 
where 

and _(r) is similarly defined. 

1 + 0 ^ + 20 COS 
IvI 

V(') 
r—\ 

Wli •• -iWll 1 "I \ 

4TPGW V ) 
z y / 

r=o 

sin 
rsir 

w = V / r + ui 
ITS 

N,8 
The cross-^pGctrtna is then defined as E, + iE ̂  X 
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1+0^+20 003 , ^ 

Phase lag; ^ = tan 
- 1 E; '%y 

E_ zy 

If ^ is positive aeries z leads series y in time. 

Chherenoei 
E B XX yy 

Corrections for tine lags between aeries 

If there exists a tiine lag between oorresponcling terms cf series 

n and. series 1 (n beiizi an integer with values from 2 to 7 inclusive, 

and. X being a deoiraal having valees between O and 1 inclusive), then the 

oross speotral estimates E (s) and E "(s) are modified as follows to 

? (s) Eu:d F _^(s) 'vrliore:-
%y xy 

( ? ) - ( " ? ) 

= ) =1" ( ? ) 

and V V I' V 
Then the oomputations of intensity, phaso lag and coherenoe proceed 

using P (s) arid ^(s) in place of E (s) and E ^(s). 
xy" xy 

Notes 1) This program uses NIO Programme -2 to carry out the 
computations, 

2) The Liethod @f evalue.ting the power spectrum is idantlcal 
to that in NIO Progrrzis 60, 67 and 6$ except that the 
terminal vnlnes of the spectra are evaluated slightly 
differently in NIO 6O and 69, 

rammer BRIADT HHIDE 
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Title 

llachine 

Purpose 

Underwater trajectory 

CHLF 3/4 

MERCURY 

A negatively buoyant tody is initially towed horizontally 
in the sea. It is released, and at the same instant 
starts to generate buoyancy at a constant rate, continuing 
until a certain positive buoyancy is reached. The program 
computes the trajectory in space and time, assuming square-
lam resistance, until the body reaches its original level. 

Tajpes 

Data 

(1) Program ( 2 ) Data 

A trajectory is computed for each group of 6 numbere 
as follows: 

V 

B 

C 

D 

U 

End indication 

Operation 

= initial weight in water (lb) 

= volume (cu. ft.) 

= total generated buoyancy (lb) 

= time to generate (sec.) 

= drag (lb), at 

= initial horizontal velocity (ft./sec.) 

Program and data tapes end with — 

Read in program (2 chapters) then data tape(8). The 
output for each group of 6 data is punched before 
reading the next group* 

(1) 
(2) 

W'. Tf', 

/, C', and G 

and W = V' + 1'5 z 64V' 

B'/C 

(3) D' , U', F D'/U' and H 

(W is the initial effective mass moved (Tb), assuming 
a "virtual mass" of X displaced water, 

ind & and ? have obvious meanings, 
H is the initial horizontal "distance constant", within 

which horizontal velocity decays by a factor l/e). 

( 4 ) N lines, (157 < N < 472) containing successive values of: 

I = inclination of trajectory below hori&ontal (IO * radians) 

% = horizontal displacement (ft.) 

T = vertical downward displacement (ft.) 

T = ti&e fro^ start (sec.) 

Restrictions If B'< W', no trajectory is computed; program prints 
"DAVY J0NB8" and proceeds to the next data group. For 
convenience, the computation assumes a straight trajectory 
during the time when 

- 0'01 W buoyancy < B'-W'. 
If the final buoyancy B'-W' is much greater than 0'1W 
this approximation may be rather poor. 

failures None, provided all data are positive numbers. 

Time (0'8 + kn) minutes where n is the number of data groups, 
andk < 3'5, typically about 2.5, depending on number of 
steps in I. 

Method I is incremented in unit steps from 0 to the maximum value 
(when buoyancy Changes sign), back to 0 (lowest point of 
trajectory), then decreasing negatively until Y< 0 or 
I = -157 (-89*95°). Between each two successive values 

N.( 
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I, and Ig, the distanoe increment S an& change in 
horizontal component of velocity from U, to Ug are 
computed from the formulae: 

exp (2S/Hi) = 1 + (FU^/g^)[8in A tan A + In (tan A + seo 

and U2 = Ui exp 

where H, and. W/ are the "distance constant" aad 
weight in water (negative buoyancy) effective at Is. 
These formulae are ezact for sguare-law resistance and 
constant mass and buoyancy. After each increment, % 
Y and T are incremented by 

8 cos '011 , 8 sin '011 and 8 {coT^OII/U) 

respectively, where a bar denotes the mean of the values 
at Ii and Ig* The mass and negative buoyancy are then 
decreased by G- z time increment (provided T < C'), and 
the process repeated. 

After the transition stage of effectively zero buoyancy, 
mentioned above under "restrictions" the process continues 
with constant mass, and buoyancy 

rammer DAVID GAETTRIGHT 

N,8 
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Title Five to seven traoktape conversion 

Language EltA. 

Machine ATLAS 1 

To convert five track tape to seven track tape 

1) Job description and program tape 

2) Data tape 

Program Tape Job description: The output specification should extend to 
the number of blocks of input + 1 block. The store 
required is always 15/70 blocks. Computing instructiona = 
250 + 2X where X is the number of lines of input to be 
converted (I" = 6 lines)* 

rogi 
.-••i ifilnrfMi-j 

COMPILER E m 

MIN O 

mXILIAET (0,0) 

DU1IP8 O 

» MIO EROGRAH 84 (or date of appropriate version) 

Then follows the program ending with 

* X X Z 

Data Tape DATA. 
(Title of docuî ent to be copied, exactly as specified in 

Job description) 

Then follows the document to be oopies, terminated by 

6 ERASES 

Runout 

35 z « Z 

Output A copy on seven track tape cf input tape with all erases 
omitted 

Restrictions Input tape must not contain more than 5 consecutive erases, 
except at the end. 

Cost Pive shillings + eight shillings per input block* 

Programmer B^GARET RIKGR08E 
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